ABSTRACT. A total category is constructed which has no regular generator although it has an object C such that every object is a regular quotient of a copower of C.
Elements of XQ are called internal, those of X -XQ are called external; an element x G XQ is called special in case x = a(0) or x = a(M) for some infinite set M Ç X\ with a({m\,m2}) = a(M) for all ni\ ^ m^ in M.
T-morphisms from (X, Xo,X\, a) to (Y,Y\, YQ, /?) are functions/: X -> Y such that (\)f[X 0 ]CY 0 (2)f[X l ]CY l (3) f(a(MJ) = P(f[M])
for each MCI, (4) for each x e X -X 0 either /(je) G K -F () or/(jc) is special. Composition and identities are defined on the level of Set. We have to verify that morphisms are indeed closed under set-theoretical composition. This follows easily from: LEMMA 1. Y-morphisms preserve special points.
PROOF. Lef/: (X,X 0 , Xj, a) -> (K, K 0 , Y\, (5) be a morphism, and let x G X 0 be special. If/(x) = /3(0), then/(x) is special. Suppose/(x) ^ /3(0). Since x is special, there is 
where REMARK. Since the category F is cocomplete (by Lemma 2), the existence of a weak regular generator {C} implies that F is total-this has been proved in [BT2].
PROOF. Denote by r 0 the full subcategory of F consisting of all objects without external points, and define a functor 
Consequently,/ is a regular epimorphism in r. We now prove that Ko is a regular quotient of a copower of C. In fact, the canonical morphism
is onto, since for each x G Xo we have a morphism
Its restriction to Xj-type points is also onto, since for each x G X\ we have a morphism
Consequently,/ is a regular epimorphism.
II. T DOES NOT HAVE A REGULAR GENERATOR.
Suppose that, to the contrary, G is a regular generator of T. We derive a contradiction by exhibiting, for each cardinal /z, an object in G of cardinality at least n. If all G-objects would lie in r () , then their coproducts would also lie in To, and this is impossible. Thus, some Go G G has external points.
For each infinite cardinal n define an object 
8' iel
Since/: Go -> D n is one of the components of c, there exists j E J with c(x) = 1 for some external point x of G y . Since 1 is internal in D Since 6({x}) = 0, we conclude c(m\ ) ^ c(mi), i.e., c is one-to-one when restricted to M.
Thus, c[M]
is an infinite set which is mapped by 6 n to 1-consequently, card c[M] = n. This proves that G /() has at least n points, which concludes the proof.
